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Empirical legal research is a growing field of academic expertise, yet lawyers

are not always familiar with the possibilities and limitations of the available

methods. Empirical Legal Research in Action presents readers with first-hand

experiences of empirical research on law and legal issues.

The chapters, written by an international cast of scholars, reflect on the

methods that they have applied in their own empirical work, spanning a wide

breadth of research from psychological experiments in personal injury to field

studies in sociology and political science. Empirical Legal Research in Action

not only reviews the advantages, limitations and challenges that such methods

pose but also considers the value of empirical research to lawyers and the law.

.Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/2FwCZng

https://bit.ly/2FwCZng


Robot Law brings together exemplary research on robotics law and policy – an

area of scholarly inquiry responding to transformative technology. Expert

scholars from law, engineering, computer science and philosophy provide

original contributions on topics such as liability, warfare, domestic law

enforcement, personhood, and other cutting-edge issues in robotics and

artificial intelligence. Together the chapters form a field-defining look at an area

of law that will only grow in importance.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/34W7Fa7

https://bit.ly/34W7Fa7


This incisive book unveils and illuminates the relationship between international 

law and history, providing examples from a wide range of domains of global 

governance. With particular reference to international human rights, 

humanitarian and criminal law, leading scholars and practitioners in 

international law, history and diplomacy offer original analysis and innovative 

paradigms of cross-interdisciplinary research in the field.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/2GWKOmR

https://bit.ly/2GWKOmR


In this work, Khaled Ramadan Bashir presents and discusses the precise

nature of Mohammad Al-Shaybnai’s contribution to Siyar (Islamic International

Law). He compares his work to other great contributions on international law

made by renowned scholars including Augustine, Gratian, Aquinas, Vitoria and

Grotius. Bashir affirms the view that Al-Shaybnai made a major contribution to

the field of International law, which was unparalleled until Grotius wrote The

Law of War and Peace. To date, Al-Shaybnai’s Siyar is still a cornerstone of the

Islamic perspective of international law.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/2Frx6rh

https://bit.ly/2Frx6rh


Over the last two decades or so, the field of comparative law has been

increasingly interested in issues of globalisation and Eurocentrism. This book

inscribes itself within the debates that have arisen on these issues and aims to

provide a greater understanding of the ways in which the “non-West” is

constructed in Euro-American comparative law. Approaching knowledge

production from an interdisciplinary and critical perspective, the book puts

emphasis on the governance implications of the field.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/350EdzX

https://bit.ly/350EdzX


This unique book examines the role non-doctrinal research methods play in

international legal research: what do they add to the traditional doctrinal

analysis of law and what do they neglect? Focusing on empirical and socio-

legal methods, it provides a critical evaluation of the breadth, scope and limits

of the representation of international law created by these often-neglected

methodologies.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/3doYxP4

https://bit.ly/3doYxP4


The Research Handbook on Environment and Investment Law examines one

of the most dynamic areas of international law: the interaction between

international investment law and environmental law and policy. The Research

Handbook takes a thematic approach, analysing key issues in the

environment–investment nexus, such as freshwater resources, climate,

biodiversity, biotechnology and sustainable development. It also includes

sections which explore regional experiences and address practice and

procedure, and offers innovative approaches and critical perspectives, including

the interface between foreign investment and the environment with human

rights, gender, indigenous peoples, and economics.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/3769lkc

https://bit.ly/3769lkc


In a digitally connected world, the question of how to respect, protect and fulfil

human rights has become unavoidable. Uniting research from scholars and

practitioners, this contemporary Handbook offers new insights into well-

established debates surrounding digital technologies by framing them in terms

of human rights.

An international group of expert contributors explore the issues posed by the

management of key Internet resources, the governance of its architecture, the

role of different stakeholders, the legitimacy of rule-making and rule-

enforcement, and the exercise of international public authority over users.

Highly interdisciplinary, the Handbook draws on law, political science, and

international relations, as well as computer science and science and

technology studies in order to engage with human rights aspects of the digitally

connected world. The chapters examine in depth current topics relating to

human rights and security, internet access, surveillance, automation, trade, and

freedom of expression.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/3jY8nK5

https://bit.ly/3jY8nK5


The Research Handbook on Law and Courts features contributions from

leading scholars in the United States, New Zealand, South Africa, Latin

America and a number of European countries, enriching the scope of

theoretical development in the field and identifying areas for future research.

Chapters address courts' centrality to governance by explaining how they

participate in holding democratic administrations politically accountable, as well

as by highlighting the political significance of court decisions concerning

citizenship and inclusion. Chapters include studies of interactions between

legal arguments, courts and other institutions that rely on law, as well as

reflections on the physical and digital spaces of law. This volume also examines

demographic diversity in judging before concluding with discussions of

increasing digitization and computing power, and the significance of both for

legal processes and sociolegal scholarship.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/348UkfC

https://bit.ly/348UkfC


The 'law-language-law' theme is deeply engraved in Occidental culture, more

so than contemporary studies on the subject currently illustrate. This insightful

book creates awareness of these cultural roots and shows how language and

themes in law can be richer than studying a simple mutuality of motives.

Focusing on the multilevel phenomenon of 'speech', Jan M. Broekman explores

the history of this theme, from the West-European Middle Ages, through to

today s globalization. Existing philosophical concepts are studied for their views

on 'alter', other and otherness in speech, alongside scientific approaches

including 'semiotics', 'structuralism' and, in particular, 'legal consciousness'.

This state-of-the-art book unveils today s problems with the two faces of

language: the analog and the digital, on the basis of which our smart phones

and Artificial Intelligence create modern life.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/2H1cGGB

https://bit.ly/2H1cGGB


Whilst the concept of jus cogens has grown increasingly more important in

public international law, lawyers remain hugely divided both over what precisely

confers a jus cogens status on a norm, and what this conferral implies in terms

of legal consequences. In this ground-breaking book, Ulf Linderfalk clearly and

succinctly explores the reasons for this divide in order to facilitate more rational

and productive future discourse.

Offering a new focus for jus cogens research, this insightful work moves

beyond traditionally designed investigations of the application of jus cogens in

international law and instead analyses the many implicit basic assumptions

held by participants in international legal discourse, and the way in which these

assumptions explain their various claims. Clarifying the precise relationship

between submitted propositions and a legal positivist or legal idealist frame of

mind, this captivating book will influence not only the future understanding and

practice of international law, but also its codification and progressive

development.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/2T5TKZu

https://bit.ly/2T5TKZu


This discerning book examines EU migration and asylum polices in times of

crisis by assessing old and new patterns of cooperation in EU migration

management policies in the scope of third-country cooperation. The case

studies explored reveal that there has been a clear tendency and strategy to

move away from or go outside the decision making rules and institutional

principles enshrined in the Lisbon Treaty to advance third country cooperation

on migration management. It explores the implications of and effects of the

adoption of extra-Treaty instruments and patterns of cooperation in the light of

EU rule of law and fundamental rights principles and standards. The book,

examines the ways in which the politics of migration crisis and their patterns of

cooperation and legal/policy outcomes evidenced since 2015 affect and might

even undermine EU's legitimacy in these policy areas.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/3lYZCAk

https://bit.ly/3lYZCAk


Concepts allow us to know, understand, think, do and change international law.

This book, with sixty chapters by leading scholars, provides a nuanced guide to

those concepts of historical significance for international law, as well as those

that have become central to how we think about the discipline. In select cases

this book also offers some new concepts, seeking to address familiar concerns

that have not been fully articulated within the discipline.

This unique book is the first expansive exploration of concepts that have

become historically central to the discipline. It allows us to appreciate how

order, struggle and change play out in international law and legal thought, and

how these concerns of power implicate ethical considerations. Embracing a

wide range of historical and theoretical approaches, this book hopes to ignite a

renewed, fertile engagement between our concepts and the contemporary,

precarious, conditions of international legal life.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/35839p3

https://bit.ly/35839p3


The process of European integration has had a marked influence on the nature

and meaning of citizenship in national and post-national contexts as well as on

the definition and exercise of civil rights across Member States. This original

edited collection brings together insights from EU law, human rights and

comparative constitutional law to address this underexplored nexus.

Split into two distinct thematic parts, it first evaluates relevant frameworks of

civil rights protection, with special attention on enforcement mechanisms and

the role of civil society organizations. Next, it engages extensively with a series

of individual rights connected to EU citizenship. Comprising detailed studies on

access to nationality, the right to free movement, non-discrimination, family life,

data protection and the freedom of expression, this book maps the expanding

role of European law in the national sphere. It identifies a number of challenges

to core civil rights that the current supranational framework is at pains to

address. The contributors suggest and develop several new ideas on how to

take the EU integration project forward.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/2T4lvBN

https://bit.ly/2T4lvBN


This comprehensive Commentary presents a contemporary legal perspective

on the inherently interdisciplinary field of children's rights. Chapters analyze

each article of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, along with its Optional

Protocols, providing contextualized information on the interpretation and

implementation of the children's rights provisions therein. A detailed introduction

examines the history of the Convention and places it within the wider landscape

of human rights and other disciplinary approaches such as the sociology of

childhood.

The Commentary critically engages with the text of the Convention, exploring

commonly used concepts and defining pertinent terminology. The authors draw

on multiple perspectives and refer to disciplines outside of law to enrich the

analysis of the articles, their interpretation and the study of children's rights as a

discipline. Featuring examples of case law from regional human rights systems

this Commentary provides a well-rounded insight into the status of children's

rights on a global scale.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/3nZl89L

https://bit.ly/3nZl89L


This comprehensive yet accessible Research Handbook offers an expert guide

to the key concepts, principles and debates in the modern law of unjust

enrichment and restitution.

Written by leading experts drawn from a wide range of common law, civilian

and mixed jurisdictions, chapters cover the complex history, scope and

philosophical foundations of the subject, its organisational structure, main

liability principles, defences and remedies. Utilising a broad array of legal

authority and academic commentary, contributors engage with the key

concepts and debates in a way that offers a direct route into the field for new

researchers, as well as a source of original thinking for those already familiar

with the subject. Throughout, the learning of both civilian and common law legal

systems is juxtaposed and integrated, offering useful comparative insights and

lessons for the future development of this still young, but critically important

field of law.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/2HdipsG

https://bit.ly/2HdipsG


Comparative constitutional change has recently emerged as a distinct field in the

study of constitutional law. It is the study of the way constitutions change through

formal and informal mechanisms, including amendment, replacement, total and

partial revision, adaptation, interpretation, disuse and revolution. The shift of focus

from constitution-making to constitutional change makes sense, since amendment

power is the means used to refurbish constitutions in established democracies,

enhance their adaptation capacity and boost their efficacy. Adversely, constitutional

change is also the basic apparatus used to orchestrate constitutional backslide as

the erosion of liberal democracies and democratic regression is increasingly

affected through legal channels of constitutional change.

This book provides a comprehensive reference tool for all those working in the field

and a thorough landscape of all theoretical and practical aspects of the topic.

Coherence from this aspect does not suggest a common view, but reinforces the

establishment of comparative constitutional change as a distinct field.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/3lYMPxS

https://bit.ly/3lYMPxS


In an age increasingly defined by accusation and resentment, Martha Minow

makes an eloquent, deeply-researched argument in favor of strengthening the

role of forgiveness in the administration of law. Through three case studies,

Minow addresses such foundational issues as: Who has the right to forgive?

Who should be forgiven? And under what terms?

The result is as lucid as it is compassionate: A compelling study of the

mechanisms of justice by one of this country’s foremost legal experts.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/3dGyXoV

https://bit.ly/3dGyXoV


Principles of International Litigation and Arbitration, 2d is part of West Academic

Publishing’s Concise Hornbook series. Its coverage commences with international

dispute settlement Alternatives and Fundamentals, including Choice of Law, Choice

of Forum and Forum Non Conveniens issues. Chapters 3 and 4 focus on

International Commercial Arbitration and Foreign Investment Arbitration.

International Business Litigation is examined in five chapters: Jurisdiction,

Procedure, Sovereign Defenses, Enforcement of Judgments and the EU Litigation

System. Chapter 10 finishes with Intergovernmental Trade Dispute Settlement.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/3kghjL0

https://bit.ly/3kghjL0


This comprehensive guide explains the law of agency, partnership, and limited 

liability companies, and includes numerous references to the Restatement of 

the Law Third–Agency and the most recent versions of the partnership and LLC 

statutes. The authors seek to provide concise and accurate explanations of 

fundamental principles in these areas of the law as well as useful applications 

of those principles.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/2TadHOW

https://bit.ly/2TadHOW


On April 15, 1970, at President Richard Nixon’s behest, Republican House Minority 

Leader Gerald Ford brazenly called for the impeachment of Douglas, the nation’s 

leading liberal judge—and the House Judiciary Committee responded with a six-

month investigation, while the Senate awaited a potential trial that never occurred. 

Ford’s actions against Douglas mirrored the anger that millions of Americans, then 

as now, harbored toward changing social, economic, and moral norms, and a 

federal government seemingly unconcerned with the lives of everyday working 

white Americans. Those actions also reflected, as this book reveals, what came to 

be known as the Republicans’ “southern strategy,” a cynical attempt to exploit the 

hostility of white southern voters toward the civil rights movement. Kastenberg 

describes the political actors, ambitions, alliances, and maneuvers behind the move 

to impeach Douglas—including the Nixon administration’s vain hope of deflecting 

attention from a surprisingly unpopular invasion of Cambodia—and follows the ill-

advised effort to its ignominious conclusion, with consequences that resonate to this 

day.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/37nMGzW

https://bit.ly/37nMGzW


Private International Law Online is a dedicated analysis of the private international law 

framework in the European Union as it applies to online activities such as content 

publishing, selling and advertising goods through internet marketplaces, or offering services 

that are performed online. It provides an insight into the history of internet regulation, and 

examines the interplay between substantive regulation and private international law in a 

transaction space that is inherently independent from physical borders.

Lutzi investigates the current legal framework of the European Union from two angles: first 

questioning how the rules of private international law affect the effectiveness of substantive 

legislation, and then considering how the resulting legal framework affects individual 

internet users. The book addresses recent judgments like the Court of Justice's 

controversial decision in Glawischnig-Piesczek v Facebook, and the potential 

consequences of global injunctions, including the adverse effects on freedom of speech and 

the challenges of coordinating different national laws with regard to online platforms. It also 

considers the European Union's new Copyright Directive, and the way private international 

law affects the ability of instruments such as this to create a coherent legal framework for 

online activities in the European Union.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/2FIiNib

https://bit.ly/2FIiNib


This book explores the tensions between the religious and legal principles of

Islamic finance and Islamic banking in practice. It does not limit itself to a legal

discussion and presents a truly interdisciplinary and intercultural dialogue

between lawyers, theologians, and economists with roots in academia and

practice. There is considerable divergence in their evaluation of the status quo

and future of Islamic finance. Contributions cover aspects of Islamic finance in

theory and practice. It provides insights into the interplay of religion, ethics and

finance covering both the Islamic and Christian traditions that sets the scene for

Islamic finance in practice: economic technicalities of Islamic banking services, its

regulatory aspects, and the complex legal arrangements of Islamic finance in

non-Muslim-majority countries. Islamic Finance is a truly international

collaboration of outstanding scholars and practitioners in their field that reveals

the complexities involved in applying religious principles and legal theory to the

daily practice of business and finance.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/3o7crKH

https://bit.ly/3o7crKH


The book is the definitive guide to all aspects of the constitution, and as such has been cited

by courts across the world, including the UK’s Supreme Court. This 17 th edition has been

substantially updated to reflect the major constitutional upheavals of recent times, including:

*Consideration of the impact of R (Miller) v Secretary of State for Exiting the EU across a

range of chapters on Parliamentary sovereignty, the rule of law, devolution, and the

relationship between EU law and national law.

*A total rewrite of chapter 6 on Britain and the EU, with a full analysis of the constitutional

implications of Brexit;

*Discussion of the use of the rule of law by the Supreme Court in recent high-profile

decisions such as Evans (Prince Charles’ letters and the executive veto)

and Unison (employment tribunal fees).

*A major rewrite of substantial parts of chapter 16 on privacy and surveillance, to take in the

Investigatory Powers Act 2016, the so-called 'snooper's charter';

*Re-examination of the devolution settlements following the Scottish independence

referendum, Brexit, the Scotland Act 2016 and the Wales Act 2017, along with expanded

consideration of local government within the constitution.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/3jhR8lU

https://bit.ly/3jhR8lU


This unique textbook presents the main IP rights, identifying their basic features and tracing

their evolution up to the present day by reference to statutes, cases and international

treaties.

Examining the evolving activities in the international arena, especially debates and new IP

rules concerning or impinging on creativity and innovation, consumer choice, trade,

economics, social welfare and culture, this innovative textbook considers how these activities

interact with developments at regional and domestic levels.

Key Features include:

* Presentation of IP law in a global context, uniquely organised by theme as opposed to by

type of IPR for accessibility and ease of learning;

* A comprehensive commentary guiding students through international, regional and

comparative IP law;

* Examination of the impact of IP on the international stage;

* An interdisciplinary approach considering the global influence of IP in respect of trade,

development, law, economics, technology, human rights and biological and cultural diversity,

providing readers with extensive knowledge of IP law's reach.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/2HkK7DO

https://bit.ly/2HkK7DO


Bioethics and the Law takes a multidisciplinary approach that combines legal discussion with

jurisprudential, philosophical, and sociological materials. Strong expressions of different

points of view highlight debates about bioethical issues. The text underscores the need to

mediate between the law's focus on broad rules and the bioethicist's concern with context

and detail. Students are required to consider the ethical implications of health care as a

business, face the shifting parameters of the provider/patient relationship in healthcare, and

understand the role of government in designing and implementing healthcare programs such

as Medicaid and Medicare. Bioethics and the Law supplements the traditional focus of

bioethics on the interest of the individual with a second focus on the socio-economic

developments that shape healthcare. Connecting broad public healthcare issues to concerns

of the individual patient/healthcare consumer, the text promotes understanding of unsettling

and complex situations and shows the implications of bioethical developments for

understandings of personhood. A helpful glossary defines basic terms and several short

appendices summarize recent developments in science and technology.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/2FJ0p8W

https://bit.ly/2FJ0p8W


This introductory textbook explores the key legal principles and institutions that underpin the

global economy. Featuring discussion of the economic rationale and social impact of the

various legal regimes, Professor David Collins explores the four main pillars in international

economic law: international trade, international investment, monetary relations, and

development.

This concise textbook offers a comprehensive and accessible overview of the international

legal frameworks and organizations that govern the economic relations among and between

states and multinational enterprises. Collins highlights the leading cases of international

tribunals and the most pressing debates, drawing attention to the role of law in balancing the

goal of economic liberalization with important public interest values and the tension between

sovereignty and commitment to international rules. Itoutlines the historic rationales and

contemporary roles of prominent international organizations, such as WTO, IMF and the

World Bank, exploring the ways in which the global economy of the twenty-first century has

been cultivated by a distinct and dynamic discipline within international law.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/31opY6Y

https://bit.ly/31opY6Y


This 10th edition of Constitutional Law in a Nutshell summarizes constitutional law

from Marbury v. Madison (1803), to the present. The goal has been to discuss the Supreme

Court's cases in enough detail to be helpful but not to be verbose in doing so. In this edition

we feature thirty new cases. Some of the highlights include Rucho v. Common Cause (2-10)

where the Court held 5-4, per Chief Justice Roberts, that partisan gerrymandering is a non-

justiciable issue beyond the competence of the federal judiciary. In Department of Commerce

v. New York (2019), although the Court ruled that the Enumeration Clause of the Constitution

grants authority to Congress and "by extension" to the Secretary of Commerce to include a

question about citizenship on the 2020 Census questionnaire, the Court could not approve it

because the rationale presented to the Court was contrived and was based on a pretext.

In Timbs v. Indiana (2019), the Court demonstrated that there still is vitality in the

incorporation doctrine and held that the Excessive Fines Clause of the Eighth Amendment is

an "incorporated" protection applicable to the States under the Due Process Clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/35cMxN6

https://bit.ly/35cMxN6


This remarkable book presents a unique portrait of Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, 

drawing on more than twenty years of conversations with Jeffrey Rosen, starting in the 

1990s and continuing through the Trump era. Rosen, a veteran legal journalist, scholar, 

and president of the National Constitution Center, shares with us the justice’s 

observations on a variety of topics, and her intellect, compassion, sense of humor, and 

humanity shine through. The affection they have for each other as friends is apparent 

in their banter and in their shared love for the Constitution―and for opera.

In Conversations with RBG, Justice Ginsburg discusses the future of Roe v. Wade, her 

favorite dissents, the cases she would most like to see overruled, the #MeToo 

movement, how to be a good listener, how to lead a productive and compassionate life, 

and of course the future of the Supreme Court itself. These frank exchanges illuminate 

the steely determination, self-mastery, and wit that have inspired Americans of all ages 

to embrace the woman known to all as “Notorious RBG.”

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/2HoYoPW

https://bit.ly/2HoYoPW


During 2018, the Remedies Discussion Forum met twice: first, in Aix-en-Provence,

France, in June, and then in Louisville, Kentucky, in early December. For the Aix forum,

there were several different topics under consideration: property remedies, which could

be analyzed from a variety of perspectives; "intersections in private law," which could

focus on intersections between private law areas (e.g., contract and tort, contract and

fiduciary obligations) and private law or other legal fields (e.g., private law and public

law, tort law and corporate law); and recent developments in remedies, which could

involve recent remedial developments from the writer s own country. At the Louisville

forum, there were also three topics: recent developments in remedies, which could

involve recent remedial developments from the writer s own country or controversial

remedies such as attempts to impose nationwide injunctions; comparative perspectives

on remedies, which allowed the author to focus on any comparative aspect of

remedies; and remedies in free speech cases, particularly for fake news. The papers

published here are discussion drafts that were submitted to, and discussed at, the fora.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/3m3NsGb

https://bit.ly/3m3NsGb


This comprehensive guide can serve either as a course supplement or as a

refresher for members of the bar. Expert commentary summarizes the law and

offers critical perspectives on the estate, gift, and generation-skipping transfer

taxes, including lifetime and testamentary transfers, joint-and-survivor tenancies,

life insurance, annuities, and powers of appointment; inclusion and valuation;

exemptions and exclusions; deductions; and tax liabilities. Additional chapters

cover basic tax and estate planning concepts, reform proposals, and fundamental

alternatives to the current transfer tax system.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/2HfiQCY

https://bit.ly/2HfiQCY


There have been a number of important developments in U.S. intellectual property law

since the third edition of Understanding Intellectual Property Law was published.

Congress enacted the Defend Trade Secrets Act of 2016 to provide a federal civil

cause of action for misappropriation of trade secrets for the first time. It also enacted

the Music Modernization Act of 2018, which extends the compulsory license for musical

works by creating a blanket license for digital music providers and provides federal

protection to sound recordings fixed before February 15, 1972. And, of course, courts

continue to work through the implications of earlier statutory revisions, such as the

landmark America Invents Act of 2011. The Supreme Court has remained active in

reviewing intellectual property cases during the past four years, deciding eighteen

patent cases, four copyright cases, and five trademark cases. In addition, the federal

Courts of Appeals decided more than 1000 patent cases, 230 copyright cases, and

nearly 300 trademark and false advertising cases during that time. Having been

updated to reflect this new material, the fourth edition of Understanding Intellectual

Property Law covers all of the intellectual property areas and issues likely to be

addressed in an intellectual property survey course.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/3obiHRu

https://bit.ly/3obiHRu


The Oxford Handbook of Jurisdiction in International Law provides an authoritative

and comprehensive analysis of the concept of jurisdiction in international law.

Jurisdiction plays a fundamental role in international law, limiting the exercise of

legal authority over international legal subjects. But despite its importance, the

concept has remained, until now, underdeveloped. Discussions of jurisdiction in

international law regularly refer to classic heads of jurisdiction based on

territoriality or nationality, or use the SS Lotus decision of the Permanent Court of

International Justice as a starting point. However, traditional understandings of

jurisdiction are facing new challenges. Globalization has increased the need for

jurisdiction to be applied extraterritorially, non-State forms of law provide new

theoretical challenges and intersections between different forms of jurisdiction

have become more intricate.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/3dLpoVU

https://bit.ly/3dLpoVU


As an established textbook on the conceptual framework of corporate insolvency law widely

used by postgraduate students, Principles of Corporate Insolvency Law is the essential guide

you need to understand the fundamental principles and stay up-to-date in this complex area

of law. The focus on basic concepts and their application to real-life transactions makes this

work the ideal student textbook, combining academic rigour with practical relevance.

Coverage of the new Insolvency Rules 2016; Analysis of the changes made by the Small

Business, Enterprise and Employment Act 2015, including in relation to insolvency

procedure, directors’ liability, and transaction avoidance; Expanded treatment of the anti-

deprivation and pari passu rules, in light of recent case law; Expanded treatment of ‘pre-

packaged’ administrations, including where used in conjunction with schemes of

arrangement; Analysis of recent developments in the case law, including the Supreme Court

decisions in the Lehman ‘Waterfall I’ proceedings, Akers v Samba Financial Group, Bilta (UK)

Ltd v Nazir, Re Nortel GmbH, Rubin v Eurofinance SA, BNY Corporate Trustee Services Ltd

v Eurosail, and Belmont Park Investments; Analysis of recent common law developments in

cross-border cases, including the decision of the Privy Council in Singularis Holdings Ltd v

Pricewaterhouse Coopers; Coverage of the recast EIR and related recent CJEU case law.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/3jcNQ3y

https://bit.ly/3jcNQ3y


This book examines administrative silence in a comparative manner in the EU law

and 13 jurisdictions from Europe. Administrative silence is an issue that lies at the

intersection of legal and managerial aspects of public administration, a concept

that is both reflecting and testing the principles of legal certainty, legality, good

administration, legitimate expectations, and effectiveness. Inactivity or excessive

length of proceedings appears to be of interest for comparisons, particularly in the

context of the recent attempts to develop European convergence models. The

book offers in-depth insights into legal regulation, theory, case law and practice

regarding positive and negative legal.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/3kdRsn2

https://bit.ly/3kdRsn2


This comprehensive Commentary provides an in-depth, article-by-article analysis

of the Rome III Regulation, the uniform rules adopted by the EU to determine the

law applicable to cross-border divorce and legal separation. Disputes on family

matters form part of everyday litigation in the EU, with around 140,000

international divorces per year; this Commentary offers a clear legal understanding

of the Regulation that governs this increasingly significant area of family law.

Written by a team of renowned experts on private international law in relation to

family matters, chapters contextualize and examine the provisions of the

Regulation, with clear insight into the rationale behind the text. The contributors

engage critically with each article, analysing Rome III's overall effectiveness and

offering a balanced critique from a variety of European perspectives.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/35Mx3Q7

https://bit.ly/35Mx3Q7


Foreign direct investment (“FDI”) is a key pillar of the world’s global economy.

International investment law comprises the rules regarding the protection of

investors engaging in FDI activities. This book summarizes the current legal

regime of international investment protection and the challenges that lie ahead of

it. Its ambition is to provide a concise introduction to the key substantive and

procedural standards of international investment protection.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/3mpxir0

https://bit.ly/3mpxir0


This overview of contract law explains concepts clearly and concisely, in an

informal, often humorous style that has made it popular with students over the

years. For ease of reading and understanding, the book refrains from including

complex textual footnotes. Instead, the footnotes cite cases, with most including

short quotations to substantiate assertions made in the text. The book also

contains numerous examples and illustrations. Cross references enable readers to

review concepts that constitute building blocks for the current material.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/2HNfJSS

https://bit.ly/2HNfJSS


Philosophers, legal scholars, criminologists, psychiatrists, and psychologists have

long asked important questions about punishment: What is its purpose? What

theories help us better understand its nature? Is punishment just? Are there

effective alternatives to punishment? How can empirical data from the sciences

help us better understand punishment? What are the relationships between

punishment and our biology, psychology, and social environment? How is

punishment understood and administered differently in different societies? The

Routledge Handbook of the Philosophy and Science of Punishment is the first

major reference work to address these and other important questions in detail,

offering 31 chapters from an international and interdisciplinary team of experts in a

single, comprehensive volume. It covers the major theoretical approaches to

punishment and its alternatives; emerging research from biology, psychology, and

social neuroscience; and important special issues like the side-effects of

punishment and solitary confinement, racism and stigmatization, the risk and

protective factors for antisocial behavior, and victims' rights and needs.

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/35TIGou

https://bit.ly/35TIGou


This book investigates the concept of procedural autonomy of Member States in

the light of EU law. Does procedural autonomy still adequately describe the

powers of national lawmakers and courts to design their civil procedural systems

or is it misleading?

Link to the book in the catalog: https://bit.ly/31U8Ndz

https://bit.ly/31U8Ndz


שלהכלכליתהפעילותאתלנוהמגלים,התלמודמןודרמטייםמרתקיםסיפוריםמכילזהספר

.לברכהזיכרונםחכמינו–ל"חזבתקופת,בקירובשנהאלפייםלפניהיהודים

כלכלימתח,שמסתבכותן"נדלרכישות,שוניםמסוגיםכלכליותמזימותעל,היתרבין,כאןתקראו

תחרות,עבורםוהפיצוירכושאוגוףנזקיגרימת,זיופים,שמתבטלותעסקאות,נשואיםזוגותאצל

חסדגילויי,לגוייםיהודיםביןסכסוךאושותפות,מופתעיםויורשיםמפתיעיםיורשים,עסקית

.ועודועוד,ויושרה

.נכונהלדרךהאנשיםאתוניתבו,המחלוקותאתפתרו,האמתאתחשפו,הרבהבתבונתם,ל"חז

,ישראלובארץבבבלהיהודיםחייאתמקרובלהכירהזדמנותמהווהשהואבכךהספרשלייחודו

,התלמודברחביהמצויים,השטחמןמעשיםסיפוריבאמצעות,ל"חזשלמחשבתםדרךואת

.וקולחתבהירהבלשוןכתוביםכשהם,וזאת

גםמיועדהספר.הומורשלבנימהומלווים,אלהלימינואקטואליהשלבחוטמחובריםהסיפורים

.ביותרומהנהמעשירהקריאהחוויתצפויהלכולם.כללהתלמודאתמכירשאינולמי

העוסקהשניספרהוזהו,ומדרשתלמוד–ל"חזספרותשלחוקרתהינה,שלוזהבה,המחברת

.התלמודמןבסיפורים

https://bit.ly/35IwVkH:בקטלוגלספרקישור

https://bit.ly/35IwVkH


על"המשודרתהאוניברסיטה"במסגרת2017בשנתששודרוהרצאות16עלמתבססזהספר

אשר(בדימוס)העליוןהמשפטביתנשיא:העליוןהמשפטביתשל(בדימוס)שופטיםארבעהידי

העליוןהמשפטביתלנשיאתהמשנה;זמיריצחק(בדימוס)העליוןהמשפטביתשופט;גרוניס

.יה´פרוקצאילה(בדימוס)העליוןהמשפטביתושופטת;ריבליןאליעזר(בדימוס)

ומרביםהמדינהפניאתהמעצביםמשפטוכללייסודערכיהרחבהציבורבפנילהציגמבקשהספר

השארבין.מספקתובמידהמדויקתבצורהמוכריםהםאיןזאתועם,בהםולדוןעליהםלשמוע

הרשויותהפרדת,הבחירותלרבות,ודמוקרטיתיהודיתכמדינההמדינהבמהותדנותההרצאות

ובהם,נוספיםיסודערכי;הדתוחופשהביטויחופשובהן,האדםשלהיסודזכויות;השבותוחוק

הגבוההמשפטביתשלתפקידו;שופטיםבחירתשלהמנגנון;ולמיעוטיםלנשיםזכויותשוויון
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הצדדיםביןופשרותפליליבמשפטטיעוןהסדרי,ייצוגיותתובענותובהםמשפטייםהליכיםשל

.למשפט

https://bit.ly/3kF2NwN:בקטלוגלספרקישור

https://bit.ly/3kF2NwN


שמטרידותשאלותעללענותכדי,מרתקבנרטיבוהרוחניהעסקיהעולםביןמפגישכהלכהעסקים
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https://bit.ly/2HH6gwj:בקטלוגלספרקישור

https://bit.ly/2HH6gwj


.מותולאחררכושולחלוקתבאשררצונותפסגתהינהאדםשלצוואתו
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כתבידוגמאותכוללהספר.לסוגיהםהפגמיםרשימתאתוכןההתנגדות

.וסיכומיםלהתנגדויותדין

https://bit.ly/3mGFfIs:בקטלוגלספרקישור

https://bit.ly/3mGFfIs
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.זהמקיףחיבורעוסק

https://bit.ly/3oLgNYd:בקטלוגלספרקישור

https://bit.ly/3oLgNYd

